Merchant - The 7th Plague
Note 2/11/2020
Script by Charles Gabriel
Scene 9: Terror in San Francisco (Part I)
3:42 PM
San Francisco, has turned into ruins by the Earthquake caused by the 6th Plague that happened
a few years back. There are holes and areas with crevices on the ground where sometimes
monsters come out to attack the residents.
People are going by on their normal day, then out of nowhere, several spiders the size of small
dogs start to come out of those crevices.
Resident 01: Spiders!!
People start to panic. However, instead of the spiders attacking the people, all them move into
house roofs, buildings and all set themselves in a strategic circle surrounding everyone.
The residents outside come closer to each other trying to keep their distance from the spiders,
while the spiders stare at them patiently.
4:09 PM
A man is seen standing in one of the buildings. He looks below, and starts to address them.
Quentin: Residents of San Francisco. I am Quentin! the insatiable spider-man. I got that name
because I am obsessed with spiders. However, they are just my pets.
My true passion is ﬁlm-making. I love making movies. Extremely violent and gory movies. And
since you know this, I got this fucking great idea for a movie, involving all of you, the great
residents of San Francisco! Do you wanna hear it!?
* The residents start reacting in all different ways, some of them scared, while some others get
angry *
Resident 02: Please, leave us alone!
Resident 03: We don't wanna hear anything from you freak!
Quentin: Freak? What?? You don't wanna be part of my fucking movie you ungrateful trash!?
Resident 04: Mommy, I am scared!
Resident 05: Well I ain't scared of this asshole! I am gonna beat the living hell out of you!

* Resident 05 rushes towards Quentin holding a metal pipe in his right hand. He swings at
Quentin, but he evades, he then pushes him back and spits in his face.
The Resident's face starts to disintegrate He then drops dead. The remaining residents start to
really panic after seeing this. *
Quentin: Fuck you scumbag!
*Quentin screams at the dead resident.*
Quentin: Anyone else wants to be the fucking director of my fucking movie? Good. Production
starts now!!
* Quentin lifts his hand and starts to do motions with his hand as if he was creating an
imaginary spider-web. The spiders start to roam across the city and one by one dig themselves
underground. *
Resident 06: Look! The spiders are leaving! Does that mean that he will let us go now?
* The earth starts shaking, causing even bigger panic to the residents. *
Resident 02: Another Earthquake??
* The Spiders, one by one start coming out of the holes they dug, and place themselves back in
position.
Resident 01: They're back!!
* A ﬂood of acid start to come out of all the holes the spiders dug earlier, covering the entire
border of the city in acid, to prevent anyone from being able escape. *
Quentin: How do you like my set? I made it so none of you can escape. Now listen up! Heres the
script!
My spiders will start to eat every single of you. And if any of you tries to escape, you will
dissicate in the acid! Hahaha!
Resident 01: Please, don't do this! Why the need for so much gruesome violence and death??
Quentin: Because its fun! Get it!??
Ready, Set... and Action! "Terror in San Francisco, take one!
Scene 9: Terror in San Francisco (Part II)

